UNIT II
ANALYSIS
ARGUMENTATIVE PARAGRAPH WRITING
WHAT IS AN ANALYSIS ARGUMENTATIVE PARAGRAPH?

๑ เป็นการเขียนในเชิงแยกเหตุผล ว่า ทำไมเป็นอย่างนี้ อย่างนี้
๒ เป็นการตอบคำถามให้ตรงประเด็นกับหัวข้อ (topic) ที่เลือกเขียน
๓ เป็นการตอบที่น่าเอาเหตุผลสำคัญมาธุรประเด็น ทำให้ผู้อ่านรู้ได้ทันทีว่า ผู้เขียนมีแนวคิดอย่างไร มีข้อเสนอของความคิดเห็น แนวคิดนั้นที่สำคัญควรเป็นแนวคิดหรือความเชื่อของผู้เขียนเอง เพื่อให้เกิดความมีอิสรภาพในการคิดในการเขียนเป็นการพัฒนาความคิดใหม่ ๆ ของตัวเอง เพิ่มมุขัสการทางสมอง ทำให้สนุกและตื่นเต้นกับการคิดการเขียนของงานตัวเอง
Topic: Why Do Foreign Men Like Asian Women?

Main Ideas:

1. more dutiful toward husband.

2. still have a traditional feminine virtue.

3. more exciting because of breeding differences.
The Jotted Outline

Topic: Why Do Foreign Men Like Asian Women?

Main Ideas

... like them because...

1. more dutiful
   - 1.1 respecting
   - 1.2 taking good care

2. feminine virtue
   - 2.1 supporting
   - 2.2 looking after children

3. more exciting
   - 3.1 knowing
     - very
     - little
   - 3.2 having
     - more
     - desires when seen

Closing Sentence: The above reasons help explain the stimulation of Asian woman for the foreigner.
The Sentence Outline

Topic: Why Do Foreign Men Like Asian Women?

Topic Sentence: Asian Women have a fascination for Western men, which may include these reasons.

[1] Asian women are more dutiful toward their husbands traditionally.

1.1 They regard their husbands as their older brothers as their sons and took good care of them.

1.2 Asian women are taught to regard men as more important than themselves.

[2] Asian women still have a traditional feminine virtue.

2.1 They continue to support their husbands and look after their children.

2.2 To many Asian women, the home and the family are still most important.

[3] Asian women still are more exciting than Western women because familiarity breeds contempt.

3.1 A foreign visitor meets them in their homeland.

3.2 A foreign visitor knows little about them.

Closing Sentences: The above reasons help explain the stimulation of Asian women for the foreigner.
Now let’s write a unified paragraph from this given topic.

Why Do Foreign Men Like Asian Women?

Asian women have a fascination for Western men, which may include these reasons. First, Asian women are more dutiful toward their husbands traditionally. They regard their husbands as their older brothers, as their sons and take good care of them. Asian women are taught to regard son as more important than themselves. Second, Asian women still have a traditional feminine virtue. They continue to support their husbands and look after their children. To many Asian women, the home and the family are still most important. Third and last, Asian women still are more exciting than Western women because familiarity breed contempt. A foreign visitor only meets most Asian women in their homelands; therefore, he knows little about them and desires them for what he’s seen. The above reasons help explain the stimulation of Asian women for the foreigners.
Topic: The Qualities of a Good Husband or Wife

Main Ideas: The Qualities of a good husband or wife are .... 1 ...... 2 ...... 3........4........
1. understanding
2. patience
3. imagination
4. faithfulness

คุณสมบัติของสามีหรือภรรยาที่ดี
คุณสมบัติของสามีหรือภรรยาที่ดี คือ 1...... 2.... 3...... 4......
ความเข้าใจต่องกัน
ความอดทน
มีจินตนาการ
ความผูกผันต่องกัน

ก่อนจะลงมือเขียนหนึ่ง paragraph ควรนำเหตุผลหลักทั้ง 4 นี้ไปจัดวางเข้ารูปแบบของการเขียน outline ที่มีทั้งเหตุผลหลัก แต่ละประเด็นและมีเหตุผลสนับสนุนสอดรับกันเหมะสม
The Jotted Outline

Topic: The Qualities of a Good Husband or Wife

Main Ideas

The Qualities are..........

[1] understanding
- 1.1 important in marriage
- 1.2 without it marriage failed

[2] patience
- 2.1 keep good temper
- 2.2 maintain understanding

[3] imagination
- 3.1 add excitement
- 3.2 save marriage from collapse

[4] faithfulness
- 4.1 don’t change like clothes
- 4.2 cement love

Closing Sentence: The above are among the most essential qualities for both husband and wife.
The Sentence Outline

Topic: The Qualities of a Good Husband or Wife

Topic Sentence: People try to find the following qualities in each others.

1. They desire to find understanding.
   1.1 It is important in a marriage.
   1.2 Marriage fails whenever lacking of it.

2. They desire someone is patient.
   2.1 It is certainly required.
   2.2 No understanding occurred while both lose their temper.

3. The partner who should be imaginative.
   3.1 The partner should be imaginative.
   3.2 Imagination can add excitement to a marriage and save it from collapse.

4. The partner should be faithful to each other.
   4.1 Changing clothes not changing love.
   4.2 One should dress to excite companion.

Closing Sentences: The above are among the most essential qualities which couple try to find.
Nowadays, people try to find the following qualities in each other. First, they desire to find understanding. Understanding is important in a marriage. Marriages fail whenever a couple fails or refuses to understand each other. Second, they desire someone who is patient. Understanding cannot occur while one or both persons loses their temper, so patience is certainly required. Third, the partner should be imaginative. Imagination can add excitement to a marriage and save it from collapse. Last, the partners should be faithful to each other. Although changing oneself is important, each person should only dress and disguise in order to excite the companion to love him or her more. The above are among the most essential qualities which people try to find it each other, or themselves.
From the two examples of an analysis argumentative paragraph writing, do you get a clear picture of a unified paragraph construction? If, yes, why don't you start to write your own paragraph from the given topic? Be yourself and find your own supporting reasons!
**Assignment 1**

**Directions:** 1.1 Write your own short paragraph from the given topic. Make sure your paragraph is unified and coherent, with the sentences in logical sequence.

**Topic:** “Why Do Foreign Men Like Asian Women?”
1.2 Number each sentence of your paragraph then answer the questions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sentence Number</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. Topic Sentence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Major Supporting Sentences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Minor Supporting Sentences of the first Major Supporting Sentence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. Minor Supporting Sentences of the second Major Supporting Sentence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. Minor Supporting Sentences of the third Major Supporting Sentence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f. Closing Sentence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g. Type of the paragraph</td>
<td>Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Comparison &amp; Contrast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cause &amp; Effect</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Directions:** 2.1 Write your own short paragraph from the given topic. Make sure your paragraph is unified and coherent, with the sentences in logical sequence.

**Topic:** "The Qualities of a Good Husband or Wife"
2.2 Number each sentence of your paragraph then answer the questions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sentence Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.2 a. Topic Sentence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2 b. Major Supporting Sentences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2 c. Minor Supporting Sentences of the first Major Supporting Sentence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2 d. Minor Supporting Sentences of the second Major Supporting Sentence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2 e. Minor Supporting Sentences of the third Major Supporting Sentence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2 f. Closing Sentence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2 g. Type of the paragraph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Comparison &amp; Contrast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Cause &amp; Effect</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**ASSIGNMENT 3**

**Directions:** From the following given unorganized paragraph, read it carefully then answer the questions and rearrange the sentences in a unified paragraph.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Answers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. Topic Sentence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Major Supporting Sentences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Minor Supporting Sentences of the first Major Supporting Sentence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. Minor Supporting Sentences of the second Major Supporting Sentence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. Minor Supporting Sentences of the third Major Supporting Sentence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f. Closing Sentence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g. Type of the paragraph</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Comparison &amp; Contrast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cause &amp; Effect</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

h. Rearrange the sentences; make it well-organized.
A. Actually, American students appear to be more open largely because Western students are more "open to experience of all kinds" than Asian students.

B. According to this analysis, American university students may be more open because they trust themselves and others more than Asian students.

C. They leave home for the university in order to prove that they can take care of themselves whereas the Asian student, culturally and perhaps emotionally, is tied to their parents' apron strings too tightly.

D. Second, American students value the degree highly and a girl will not allow a troublesome or unpleasant personal relationship to interfere with her requirements.

E. Apart from that, most parents really hope that their children will leave home and become independent.

F. Although comparatively with Asian culture, which largely remains conservative, and in conjunction with various modern aspects of American youth culture - i.e., drugs, free dating (not from sex) and so on. American students appear to be more "open".

G. American students earn the reputation for drug or sex culture because they are self-reliant and mature and can accept responsibility for their action.
H. Personal relationships such as free dating is not wrong or considered prostitution because it allows a girl and a man the choice of many possible lovers; later, of course, he or she will decide in favour of one only and keep the others as friends.

I. American students are very cautious and seek only those experiences which they feel certain they can resolve.

J. Sex is not permitted even by the student until and unless both man and woman feel confident enough. Apart from that, most parents really hope that their children will leave home and become independent.

K. The university is a testing ground for this experiment with most students succeeding.
Sentence Arrangement

Are US University Students "Open"?

A. [2] Actually, American students appear to be more open largely because Western students are more "open to experience of all kinds" than Asian students.

B. [11] According to this analysis, American university students may be more open because they trust themselves and others more than Asian students.

C. [4] They leave home for the university in order to prove that they can take care of themselves whereas the Asian student, culturally and perhaps emotionally, is tied to their parents' apron strings too tightly.

D. [5] Second, American students value the degree highly and a girl will not allow a troublesome or unpleasant personal relationship to interfere with her requirements.

E. [9] Apart from that, most parents really hope that their children will leave home and become independent.

F. [1] Although comparatively with Asian culture, which largely remains conservative, and in conjunction with various modern aspects of American youth culture—i.e., drugs, free dating (not from sex) and so on, American students appear to be more "open".

G. [3] American students earn the reputation for drug or sex culture because they are self-reliant and mature and can accept responsibility for their action.
H. [7] Personal relationships such as free dating is not wrong or considered prostitution because it allows a girl and a man the choice of many possible lovers; later, of course, he or she will decide in favour of one only and keep the others as friends.

I. [6] American students are very cautious and seek only those experiences which they feel certain they can resolve.

J. [8] Sex is not permitted even by the student until and unless both man and woman feel confident enough. Apart from that, most parents really hope that their children will leave home and become independent.

K. [10] The university is a testing ground for this experiment with most students succeeding.
Unified Paragraph

Are US University Students “Open”? 

Although comparatively with Asian culture, which largely remains conservative, and in conjunction with various modern aspects of American youth culture—i.e., drugs, free dating (not from sex) and so on, American students appear to be more “open”. Actually, American students appear to be more open largely because Western students are more “open to experience of all kinds” than Asian students. American students earn the reputation for drug or sex culture because they are self-reliant and mature and can accept responsibility for their action. They leave home for the university in order to prove that they can take care of themselves whereas the Asian student, culturally and perhaps emotionally, is tied to their parents’ apron strings too tightly. Second, American students value the degree highly and a girl will not allow a troublesome or unpleasant personal relationship to interfere with her requirements. American students are very cautious and seek only those experiences which they feel certain they can resolve. Personal
relationships such as free dating is not wrong or considered prostitution because it allows a girl and a man the choice of many possible lovers; later, of course, he or she will decide in favour of one only and keep the others as friends. Sex is not permitted even by the student until and unless both man and woman feel confident enough. Apart from that, most parents really hope that their children will leave home and become independent. The university is a testing ground for this experiment with most students succeeding. According to this analysis, American university students may be more open because they trust themselves and others more than Asian students.
**Assignment 4**

**Directions:** From the following given unorganized paragraph, read it carefully then answer the questions and rearrange the sentences in a unified paragraph.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Answer</th>
<th>Question</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. Topic Sentence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Major Supporting Sentences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Minor Supporting Sentences of the first Major Supporting Sentence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. Minor Supporting Sentences of the second Major Supporting Sentence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. Minor Supporting Sentences of the third Major Supporting Sentence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f. Closing Sentence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g. Type of the paragraph.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h. Rearrange the sentences; make it well-organized.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A. The first principle is government by the people and implies that the people have able right to determine what their representatives must do for them.

B. By strictly practicing according to the interests of the voters, the representatives are assured of continual support.

C. So long as a representative is aware that he or she is “having watched closely,” he or she has no choice but to benefit the constituency.

D. It means that the most suitable government for ordinary people is a government consisting of ordinary people.

E. At the onset of American nationhood, these three principles were laid them as guidelines to follow for true popular democracy but they can be followed anywhere so long as a nation desires to be free.

F. Together with this is the second principle called government of the people.

G. Democracy is system of checks and balances by which the citizens of a nation can determine the course of their action, by strictly following the three principles of government.

H. Truly, only poor people understand the problems of poor people; henceforth, it is unwise to elect a tycoon to represent a poor constituency unless he or she is a real philanthropist.

I. This is, therefore, government for the people.

J. However, this can only be done by observing governments in progress and following up all activities thoroughly.

K. While the two former theories are in progress, the representatives elected to the government should always recall that they were elected by “popular mandate” and have the requirement to follow up on it.
Sentence Arrangement

Democracy

A. [2] The first principle is government by the people and implies that the people have able right to determine what their representatives must do for them.

B. [9] By strictly practicing according to the interests of the voters, the representatives are assured of continual support.

C. [4] So long as a representative is aware that he or she is "having watched closely," he or she has no choice but to benefit the constituency.

D. [6] It means that the most suitable government for ordinary people is a government consisting of ordinary people.

E. [11] At the onset of American nationhood, these three principles were laid them as guidelines to follow for true popular democracy but they can be followed anywhere so long as a nation desires to be free.

F. [5] Together with this is the second principle called government of the people.

G. [1] Democracy is system of checks and balances by which the citizens of a nation can determine the course of their action, by strictly following the three principles of government.

H. [7] Truly, only poor people understand the problems of poor people; henceforth, it is unwise to elect a tycoon to represent a poor constituency unless he or she is a real philanthropist.
I. [10] This is, therefore, government for the people.

J. [3] However, this can only be done by observing governments in progress and following up all activities thoroughly.

K. [8] While the two former theories are in progress, the representatives elected to the government should always recall that they were elected by “popular mandate” and have the requirement to follow up on it.
Democracy is a system of checks and balances by which the citizens of a nation can determine the course of their action, by strictly following the three principles of government. The first principle is government by the people and implies that the people have the right to determine what their representatives must do for them. However, this can only be done by observing governments in progress and following up all activities thoroughly. So long as a representative is aware that he or she is "having watched closely," he or she has no choice but to benefit the constituency. Together with this is the second principle called government of the people. It means that the most suitable government for ordinary people is a government consisting of ordinary people. Truly, only poor people understand the problems of poor people; henceforth, it is unwise to elect a tycoon to represent a poor constituency unless he or she is a real philanthropist. While the two former theories are in progress, the representatives elected to the government should always recall that they were elected by "popular mandate" and have the requirement to follow up on it. By strictly practicing according to the
nterests of the voters, the representatives are assured of continual support. This is, therefore, government for the people. At the onset of American nationhood, these three principles were laid them as guidelines to follow for true popular democracy but they can be followed anywhere so long as a nation desires to be free.
**ASSIGNMENT 5**

**Directions:** From the following given unorganized paragraph, read it carefully then answer the questions and rearrange the sentences in a unified paragraph.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Answers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a.</td>
<td>Topic Sentence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b.</td>
<td>Major Supporting Sentences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c.</td>
<td>Minor Supporting Sentences of the first Major Supporting Sentence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d.</td>
<td>Minor Supporting Sentences of the second Major Supporting Sentence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e.</td>
<td>Minor Supporting Sentences of the third Major Supporting Sentence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f.</td>
<td>Closing Sentence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g.</td>
<td>Type of the paragraph.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- [ ] Analysis
- [ ] Comparison & Contrast
- [ ] Cause & Effect

h. Rearrange the sentences; make it well-organized.
Factors of Progress in a Person’s Career

A. __ The people who are most successful are those who desire most to succeed.
B. __ So long as we work hard, we should get results; and responsibility on the job is both enabling to ourselves and impressive to others.
C. __ Second, the working person must be patient because the way to success is both long and difficult.
D. __ Third, we must work very hard and be responsible about our career.
E. __ When we truly enforce all of these factors combined, we should surely succeed.
F. __ Finally, we should be careful to observe our surroundings.
G. __ The most important factors behind a person’s progress and success in a career are the following.
H. __ No one has ever been successful immediately, including Thomas Edison; therefore, we must be willing to wait.
I. __ Our immediate environment can give us clues as to how we can improve and succeed.
J. __ Our enlightenment on any issue will come only from our environment.
K. __ First, the career person must be determined to succeed at his career.
Sentence Arrangement

Factors of Progress in a Person’s Career

A. [3] The people who are most successful are those who desire most to succeed.

B. [7] So long as we work hard, we should get results; and responsibility on the job is both enabling to ourselves and impressive to others.

C. [4] Second, the working person must be patient because the way to success is both long and difficult.

D. [6] Third, we must work very hard and be responsible about our career.

E. [11] When we truly enforce all of these factors combined, we should surely succeed.

F. [8] Finally, we should be careful to observe our surroundings.

G. [1] The most important factors behind a person’s progress and success in a career are the following.

H. [5] No one has ever been successful immediately, including Thomas Edison; therefore, we must be willing to wait.

I. [9] Our immediate environment can give us clues as to how we can improve and succeed.

J. [10] Our enlightenment on any issue will come only from our environment.

K. [2] First, the career person must be determined to succeed at his career.
Unified Paragraph

Factors of Progress in a Person’s Career

The most important factors behind a person’s progress and success in a career are the following. First, the career person must be determined to succeed at his career. The people who are most successful are those who desire most to succeed. Second, the working person must be patient because the way to success is both long and difficult. No one has ever been successful immediately, including Thomas Edison; therefore, we must be willing to wait. Third, we must work very hard and be responsible about our career. So long as we work hard, we should get results; and responsibility on the job is both enabling to ourselves and impressive to others. Finally, we should be careful to observe our surroundings. Our immediate environment can give us clues as to how we can improve and succeed. Our enlightenment on any issue will come only from our environment. When we truly enforce all of these factors combined, we should surely succeed.
**Directions:** From the following given unorganized paragraph, read it carefully then answer the questions and rearrange the sentences in a unified paragraph.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Answers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. Topic Sentence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Major Supporting Sentences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Minor Supporting Sentences of the first Major Supporting Sentence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. Minor Supporting Sentences of the second Major Supporting Sentence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. Minor Supporting Sentences of the third Major Supporting Sentence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f. Closing Sentence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g. Type of the paragraph.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o分析</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o比较与对比</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o原因与效果</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

h. Rearrange the sentences; make it well-organized.
Foreign Investors Turn to Vietnam and Cambodia

A. ___ The reasons for lost foreign investment in Thailand can be defined as follows.

B. ___ Lack of and/or mismanagement these resources is making investors search in other countries.

C. ___ Kampuchea and/or Vietnam is now calling itself Land of Natural Resources.

D. ___ Second, investors are anxious about Thailand since the democracy protest.

E. ___ First, Thailand’s natural resources, which were abundant years ago, are dwindling.

F. ___ Finally, Thailand’s labour is no longer inexpensive.

G. ___ Investors are uncertain that Thai raw materials will provide good returns.

H. ___ Third, to boost their incomes, Kampuchea and Vietnam are developing natural resources to woo investment the way Thailand did many years ago.

I. ___ The rising cost of living and its effect upon the rural sector has made even the cost of labour increase and unions demand higher wages.

J. ___ Realizing that foreign investors are worried or disappointed with Thailand, they take advantage by claiming security and good returns.

K. ___ After the advent of the NPKC, Thailand has suffered economic loss and domestic insecurity.

L. ___ Although there are many factors interrelated in this problem, the above are the most outstanding reasons for loss of foreign investment.
Sentence Arrangement

Foreign Investors Turn to Vietnam and Cambodia

A. [1] The reasons for lost foreign investment in Thailand can be defined as follows.

B. [3] Lack of and / or mismanagement these resources is making investors search in other countries.

C. [4] Kampuchea and / or Vietnam is now calling itself Land of Natural Resources.

D. [5] Second, investors are anxious about Thailand since the democracy protest.

E. [2] First, Thailand’s natural resources, which were abundant years ago, are dwindling.

F. [10] Finally, Thailand’s labour is no longer inexpensive.

G. [7] Investors are uncertain that Thai raw materials will provide good returns.

H. [8] Third, to boost their incomes, Kampuchea and Vietnam are developing natural resources to woo investment the way Thailand did many years ago.

I. [11] The rising cost of living and its effect upon the rural sector has made even the cost of labour increase and unions demand higher wages.

J. [9] Realizing that foreign investors are worried or disappointed with Thailand, they take advantage by claiming security and good returns.


L. [12] Although there are many factors interrelated in this problem, the above are the most outstanding reasons for loss of foreign investment.
The reasons for lost foreign investment in Thailand can be defined as follows. First, Thailand’s natural resources, which were abundant years ago, are dwindling. Lack of and/or mismanagement these resources is making investors search in other countries. Kampuchea and/or Vietnam is now calling itself Land of Natural Resources. Second, investors are anxious about Thailand since the democracy protest. After the advent of the NPKC, Thailand has suffered economic loss and domestic insecurity. Investors are uncertain that Thai raw materials will provide good returns. Third, to boost their incomes, Kampuchea and Vietnam are developing natural resources to woo investment the way Thailand did many years ago. Realizing that foreign investors are worried or disappointed with Thailand, they take advantage by claiming security and good returns. Finally, Thailand’s labour is no longer inexpensive. The rising cost of living and its effect upon the rural sector has made even the cost of labour increase and unions demand higher wages. Although there are many factors interrelated in this problem, the above are the most outstanding reasons for loss of foreign investment.
**Directions:** From the following given unorganized paragraph, read it carefully then answer the questions and rearrange the sentences in a unified paragraph.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Answers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. Topic Sentence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Major Supporting Sentences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Minor Supporting Sentences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of the first Major Supporting Sentence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. Minor Supporting Sentences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of the second Major Supporting Sentence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. Minor Supporting Sentences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of the third Major Supporting Sentence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f. Closing Sentence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g. Type of the paragraph.</td>
<td>Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Comparison &amp; Contrast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cause &amp; Effect</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

h. Rearrange the sentences; make it well-organized.
How Would You Feel after Your Boy/Girl Friend Leaves You for Another?

A. — Judging from the above feelings, my reaction would require a long time to conclude and could easily make a good story for a television series.

B. — I would need at least two weeks to convince myself that, this being true, I would never love again.

C. — My feeling concerning being deserted by a lover would run from hot to cold in these ways.

D. — I would neither look at nor talk to anyone, as my feelings would be too deep to express.

E. — Finally, I would exterminate all lust from my heart by being a monk at a small temple in a remote village.

F. — After that, I would calm myself, a task requiring as many as three to four weeks, and tell myself that women are faithless and vain.

G. — First, I would shut myself away in my room for a long time, to recover from the loss.

H. — I would choose that path because monks are able to give up all desires and live purely and peaceful in the temple.
Sentence Arrangement

How Would You Feel after Your Boy / Girl Friend
Leaves You for Another?

A. [8] Judging from the above feelings, my reaction would require a long time to conclude and could easily make a good story for a television series.

B. [5] I would need at least two weeks to convince myself that, this being true, I would never love again.

C. [1] My feeling concerning being deserted by a lover would run from hot to cold in these ways.

D. [3] I would neither look at nor talk to anyone, as my feelings would be too deep to express.

E. [6] Finally, I would exterminate all lust from my heart by being a monk at a small temple in a remote village.

F. [4] After that, I would calm myself, a task requiring as many as three to four weeks, and tell myself that women are faithless and vain.

G. [2] First, I would shut myself away in my room for a long time, to recover from the loss.

H. [7] I would choose that path because monks are able to give up all desires and live purely and peaceful in the temple.
My feeling concerning being deserted by a lover would run from hot to cold in these ways. First, I would shut myself away in my room for a long time, to recover from the loss. I would neither look at nor talk to anyone, as my feelings would be too deep to express. After that, I would calm myself, a task requiring as many as three to four weeks, and tell myself that women are faithless and vain. I would need at least two weeks to convince myself that, this being true, I would never love again. Finally, I would exterminate all lust from my heart by being a monk at a small temple in a remote village. I would choose that path because monks are able to give up all desires and live purely and peaceful in the temple. Judging from the above feelings, my reaction would require a long time to conclude and could easily make a good story for a television series.
**ASSIGNMENT 8**

**Directions:** From the following given unorganized paragraph, read it carefully then answer the questions and rearrange the sentences in a unified paragraph.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a. Topic Sentence</th>
<th>Answers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>b. Major Supporting Sentences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Minor Supporting Sentences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of the first Major Supporting Sentence.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. Minor Supporting Sentences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of the second Major Supporting Sentence.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. Minor Supporting Sentences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of the third Major Supporting Sentence.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f. Closing Sentence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g. Type of the paragraph.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( ) Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( ) Comparison &amp; Contrast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( ) Cause &amp; Effect</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

h. Rearrange the sentences; make it well-organized.
If My Best Girl / Boy Friend Leaves Me....

A. __ First, I would admit that women are unpredictable and that change can happen.

B. __ I would not admit anyone until all my thoughts were collected.

C. __ I would realize that she is free to change her mind.

D. __ Obviously, I would be more analytical and cooler than most people.

E. __ Second, I would go away from other people long enough to think carefully and re-plan.

F. __ Third, I would go out and reinvestigate my society although I would certainly view any new relationship with a woman very carefully.

G. __ I would suspect anyone I met until I was sure of her feelings which usually takes a long time anywhere in this world.

H. __ Finally, I would join a temple as a monk.

I. __ Contrary to the common reaction to being deserted by one's lover, I would react this way.

J. __ Monks can destroy passion in their hearts and passion has been the root of all these problems; so, destroying it resolves the problem.
Sentence Arrangement

If My Best Girl / Boy Friend Leaves Me....

A. [2] First, I would admit that women are unpredictable and that change can happen.

B. [5] I would not admit anyone until all my thoughts were collected.

C. [3] I would realize that she is free to change her mind.

D. [10] Obviously, I would be more analytical and cooler than most people.

E. [4] Second, I would go away from other people long enough to think carefully and re-plan.


G. [7] I would suspect anyone I met until I was sure of her feelings which usually takes a long time anywhere in this world.

H. [8] Finally, I would join a temple as a monk.

I. [1] Contrary to the common reaction to being deserted by one's lover, I would react this way.

J. [9] Monks can destroy passion in their hearts and passion has been the root of all these problems; so, destroying it resolves the problem.
Contrary to the common reaction to being deserted by one's lover, I would react this way. First, I would admit that women are unpredictable and that change can happen. I would realize that she is free to change her mind. Second, I would go away from other people long enough to think carefully and re-plan. I would not admit anyone until all my thoughts were collected. Third, I would go out and reinvestigate my society although I would certainly view any new relationship with a woman very carefully. I would suspect anyone I met until I was sure of her feelings which usually takes a long time anywhere in this world. Finally, I would join a temple as a monk. Monks can destroy passion in their hearts and passion has been the root of all these problems; so, destroying it resolves the problem. Obviously, I would be more analytical and cooler than most people.
**ASSIGNMENT 9**

**Directions:** From the following given unorganized paragraph, read it carefully then answer the questions and rearrange the sentences in a unified paragraph.

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. Topic Sentence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Major Supporting Sentences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Minor Supporting Sentences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of the first Major Supporting Sentence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. Minor Supporting Sentences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of the second Major Supporting Sentence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. Minor Supporting Sentences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of the third Major Supporting Sentence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f. Closing Sentence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g. Type of the paragraph</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- [ ] Analysis
- [ ] Comparison & Contrast
- [ ] Cause & Effect

h. Rearrange the sentences; make it well-organized.
Is Bangkok Thailand?

A. Some time ago, a Member of Parliament (MP) or the past Prime Minister perhaps had the vague notion that Bangkok could represent all of Thailand; however, due to the following outstanding reasons, that notion is still rather vague.

B. According to early Thai cultural history, none of these existed before.

C. T-shirts and bluejeans are replacing traditional dress except for Thai Muslim standards and modern education along western guidelines has made foreign culture more popular than traditional values.

D. To start, obviously Bangkok has developed from a typical rural village community at its onset into a polyglot or a melting pot of cultures and concepts which are foreign to traditional culture.

E. Crime, pollution, noise and traffic congestion were not evident until after the city developed along western guidelines.

F. A wealthy Thai citizen now drinks imported whiskey and eats at a foreign restaurant, as well as drives an imported car to work in a high-rise concrete building.

G. Next, the problems which Bangkok now faces and cannot yet resolve were not interest in Thai culture or traditional Thai society.

H. The only sign of congestion was around a floating market and the people simply talked with each other and bought goods.
I. That is, of course, the price of material progress: sic transit gloria mundi.

J. Finally, the Bangkokian himself is the same reason for vanishing Thai culture in Bangkok: his attraction to foreign culture has changed his ideas and appearance.
Sentence Arrangement

Is Bangkok Thailand?

A. [1] Some time ago, a Member of Parliament (MP) or the past Prime Minister perhaps had the vague notion that Bangkok could represent all of Thailand; however, due to the following outstanding reasons, that notion is still rather vague.

B. [4] According to early Thai cultural history, none of these existed before.

C. [9] T-shirts and bluejeans are replacing traditional dress except for Thai Muslim standards and modern education along western guidelines has made foreign culture more popular than traditional values.

D. [2] To start, obviously Bangkok has developed from a typical rural village community at its onset into a polyglot or a melting pot of cultures and concepts which are foreign to traditional culture.

E. [6] Crime, pollution, noise and traffic congestion were not evident until after the city developed along western guidelines.

F. [3] A wealthy Thai citizen now drinks imported whiskey and eats at a foreign restaurant, as well as drives an imported car to work in a high-rise concrete building.

G. [5] Next, the problems which Bangkok now faces and cannot yet resolve were not interest in Thai culture or traditional Thai society.
H. [7] The only sign of congestion was around a floating market and the people simply talked with each other and bought goods.

I. [10] That is, of course, the price of material progress: sic transit gloria mundi.

J. [8] Finally, the Bangkokian himself is the same reason for vanishing Thai culture in Bangkok: his attraction to foreign culture has changed his ideas and appearance.
Some time ago, a Member of Parliament (MP) or the past Prime Minister perhaps had the vague notion that Bangkok could represent all of Thailand; however, due to the following outstanding reasons, that notion is still rather vague. To start, obviously Bangkok has developed from a typical rural village community at its onset into a polyglot or a melting pot of cultures and concepts which are foreign to traditional culture. A wealthy Thai citizen now drinks imported whiskey and eats at a foreign restaurant, as well as drives an imported car to work in a high-rise concrete building. According to early Thai cultural history, none of these existed before. Next, the problems which Bangkok now faces and cannot yet resolve were not interest in Thai culture or traditional Thai society. Crime, pollution, noise and traffic congestion were not evident until after the city developed along western guidelines. The only sign of congestion was around a floating market and the people simply talked with each other and bought goods. Finally, the Bangkokian himself is the same reason for vanishing Thai culture in Bangkok: his attraction to
foreign culture has changed his ideas and appearance. T-shirts and bluejeans are replacing traditional dress except for Thai Muslim standards and modern education along we stern guidelines has made foreign culture more popular than traditional values. That is, of course, the price of material progress: sic transit gloria mundi.¹

¹ Latin word means “so passes away the glory of the world.”
**ASSIGNMENT 10**

**Directions:** From the following given unorganized paragraph, read it carefully then answer the questions and rearrange the sentences in a unified paragraph.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Answers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a.</td>
<td>Topic Sentence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b.</td>
<td>Major Supporting Sentences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c.</td>
<td>Minor Supporting Sentences of the first Major Supporting Sentence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d.</td>
<td>Minor Supporting Sentences of the second Major Supporting Sentence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e.</td>
<td>Minor Supporting Sentences of the third Major Supporting Sentence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f.</td>
<td>Closing Sentence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g.</td>
<td>Type of the paragraph.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- [ ] Analysis
- [ ] Comparison & Contrast
- [ ] Cause & Effect

h. Rearrange the sentences; make it well-organized.
The Library and American University Student Life

A. __ Students spend much study time there because they can use and enjoy the different services mentioned and get high scores on the exams.

B. __ It has several services including microfilm and video tapes according to university funds, so that students can increase their awareness as well as pass their exams.

C. __ Most importantly, the library serves an important factor in the progress of studying.

D. __ The feeling that she can depend upon him stems from his desire to help her. and the more selfless a man is in the library the more a girl can approach him.

E. __ Altogether, the university library is valuable both academically and socially for the university students.

F. __ University libraries are important learning activities for American students.

G. __ Furthermore, when a girl sees a studious and thoughtful man in the library, she will ask him to help her first.

H. __ Finally, the library serves as a social activity center after exams and before parties as students may meet there after exams to talk about their courses.

I. __ Next, since students go there to pass exams, a male student may win a girl’s love by helping her answer difficult question.

J. __ Students who meet and talk there can plan the party in their dormitory, extracurricular activities or dates with the opposite sex while relaxing in the library.
A. [4] Students spend much study time there because they can use and enjoy the different services mentioned and get high scores on the exams.

B. [3] It has several services including microfilm and video tapes according to university funds, so that students can increase their awareness as well as pass their exams.

C. [2] Most importantly, the library serves an important factor in the progress of studying.

D. [6] The feeling that she can depend upon him stems from his desire to help her, and the more selfless a man is in the library the more a girl can approach him.

E. [10] Altogether, the university library is valuable both academically and socially for the university students.

F. [1] University libraries are important learning activities for American students.

G. [7] Furthermore, when a girl sees a studious and thoughtful man in the library, she will ask him to help her first.

H. [8] Finally, the library serves as a social activity center after exams and before parties as students may meet there after exams to talk about their courses.
I. [5] Next, since students go there to pass exams, a male student may win a girl's love by helping her answer difficult question.

J. [9] Students who meet and talk there can plan the party in their dormitory, extracurricular activities or dates with the opposite sex while relaxing in the library.
University libraries are important learning activities for American students. Most importantly, the library serves an important factor in the progress of studying. It has several services including microfilm and video tapes according to university funds, so that students can increase their awareness as well as pass their exams. Students spend much study time there because they can use and enjoy the different services mentioned and get high scores on the exams. Next, since students go there to pass exams, a male student may win a girl’s love by helping her answer difficult question. The feeling that she can depend upon him stems from his desire to help her, and the more selfless a man is in the library the more a girl can approach him. Furthermore, when a girl sees a studious and thoughtful man in the library, she will ask him to help her first. Finally, the library serves as a social activity center after exams and before parties as students may meet there after exams to talk about their courses. Students who meet and talk there can plan the party in their dormitory, extracurricular activities or dates with the opposite sex while relaxing in the library. Altogether, the university library is valuable both academically and socially for the university students.
**Directions:** From the following given unorganized paragraph, read it carefully then answer the questions and rearrange the sentences in a unified paragraph.

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. Topic Sentence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Major Supporting Sentences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Minor Supporting Sentences of the first Major Supporting Sentence.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. Minor Supporting Sentences of the second Major Supporting Sentence.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. Minor Supporting Sentences of the third Major Supporting Sentence.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f. Closing Sentence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g. Type of the paragraph.</td>
<td>Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Comparison &amp; Contrast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cause &amp; Effect</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

h. Rearrange the sentences; make it well-organized.
The Qualities of a Good Husband and / or Wife

A. A marriage without mutual understanding leads to disaster, separation or divorce.
B. The most important quality expected of us as a life companion is understanding.
C. Last, but not least, the couple should be faithful to each other.
D. Therefore, a good mate should understand his / her companion well.
E. The qualities which people desire in a good lifemate should be those qualities which they should develop in themselves; such as the following.
F. Understanding each other well takes time and requires a demanding role of each person; therefore, each person should try to be patient with the other.
G. Imagination enables us to bring excitement into our lives and marriages.
H. Next, a good husband /wife should be patient.
I. Third, we should have imagination.
J. The majority of marriages are very commonplace and lack this vital quality; henceforth, they become dull and the couple loses interest in each other.
K. Especially after understanding and imagination, although a person may disguise or change his appearance to be more exciting, he or she must only do so with his / her companion! These qualities are what can save a good marriage and what people should both develop in themselves and find in each other.
The Qualities of a Good Husband and / or Wife

A. [3] A marriage without mutual understanding leads to disaster, separation or divorce.

B. [2] The most important quality expected of us as a life companion is understanding.

C. [10] Last, but not least, the couple should be faithful to each other.

D. [4] Therefore, a good mate should understand his / her companion well.

E. [1] The qualities which people desire in a good lifemate should be those qualities which they should develop in themselves; such as the following.

F. [6] Understanding each other well takes time and requires a demanding role of each person; therefore, each person should try to be patient with the other.

G. [8] Imagination enables us to bring excitement into our lives and marriages.

H. [5] Next, a good husband / wife should be patient.

I. [7] Third, we should have imagination.

J. [9] The majority of marriages are very commonplace and lack this vital quality; henceforth, they become dull and the couple loses interest in each other.
K. [11] Especially after understanding and imagination, although a person may
disguise or change his appearance to be more exciting, he or she must only
do so with his / her companion! These qualities are what can save a good
marriage and what people should both develop in themselves and find in
each other.
The qualities which people desire in a good lifemate should be those qualities which they should develop in themselves; such as the following. The most important quality expected of us as a life companion is understanding. A marriage without mutual understanding leads to disaster, separation or divorce. Therefore, a good mate should understand his / her companion well. Next, a good husband / wife should be patient. Understanding each other well takes time and requires a demanding role of each person; therefore, each person should try to be patient with the other. Third, we should have imagination. Imagination enables us to bring excitement into our lives and marriages. The majority of marriages are very commonplace and lack this vital quality; henceforth, they become dull and the couple loses interest in each other. Last, but not least, the couple should be faithful to each other. Especially after understanding and imagination, although a person may disguise or change his appearance to be more exciting, he or she must only do so with his / her companion! These qualities are what can save a good marriage and what people should both develop in themselves and find in each other.
** ASSIGNMENT 12 **

**Directions:** From the following given unorganized paragraph, read it carefully then answer the questions and rearrange the sentences in a unified paragraph.

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. Topic Sentence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Major Supporting Sentences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Minor Supporting Sentences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of the first Major Supporting Sentence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. Minor Supporting Sentences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of the second Major Supporting Sentence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. Minor Supporting Sentences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of the third Major Supporting Sentence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f. Closing Sentence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g. Type of the paragraph</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- [ ] Analysis
- [ ] Comparison & Contrast
- [ ] Cause & Effect

h. Rearrange the sentences; make it well-organized.
Qualities of a Good Representative

A. ___ Owing to a recent uncalled for outburst from a well-known Member of Parliament (MP), it will grows enlightening to define for the reader the qualities required in a good representative.

B. ___ Never elect a millionaire who is unphilanthropic to represent a poor rural constituency: he will never think about their problems.

C. ___ The most important are three or four, as follows.

D. ___ Really, the best choice is someone within middle class range who has started from poor background and “raised himself up by his own bootstraps”.

E. ___ Second, the representative should be faithful to his constituents 100 per cent and recall the “popular mandate” rather than to seek the post for his own gains.

F. ___ He should remember always that the people elected him for their collective interest and not for his interest alone.

G. ___ First, the representative should have sound understanding of his constituents needs, which can best be derived from common background with those constituents.

H. ___ Furthermore, by not violating a law, the representative will be a true setter of examples to his voters.
I. Third, the representative should be honest and not operate any illegal businessmen to support his campaigns.

J. Whenever the representative follows the mandate faithfully, his voters remain faithful to him.

K. Although corruption of one level or other may surface anywhere, if a representative does not operate illegal businesses or run businesses dishonorably, he will not be arrested for violation and blot his records.

L. Last, he should wisely restrain himself from unruly public outbursts because that is not why he was elected.

M. He should, in fact, conduct himself like a proper gentleman everywhere at least to enhance his own image and promote voters’ confidence to him.

N. He will be guaranteed a good political future including the respect from his constituents.
Sentence Arrangement

Qualities of a Good Representative

A. [1] Owing to a recent uncalled for outburst from a well-known Member of Parliament (MP), it will grow enlightening to define for the reader the qualities required in a good representative.

B. [4] Never elect a millionaire who is unphilanthropic to represent a poor rural constituency: he will never think about their problems.

C. [2] The most important are three or four, as follows.

D. [5] Really, the best choice is someone within middle class range who has started from poor background and "raised himself up by his own bootstraps".

E. [6] Second, the representative should be faithful to his constituents 100 per cent and recall the "popular mandate" rather than to seek the post for his own gains.

F. [7] He should remember always that the people elected him for their collective interest and not for his interest alone.

G. [3] First, the representative should have sound understanding of his constituents needs, which can best be derived from common background with those constituents.
H. [11] Furthermore, by not violating a law, the representative will be a true setter of examples to his voters.

I. [9] Third, the representative should be honest and not operate any illegal businesses to support his campaigns.

J. [8] Whenever the representative follows the mandate faithfully, his voters remain faithful to him.

K. [10] Although corruption of one level or other may surface anywhere, if a representative does not operate illegal businesses or run businesses dishonorably, he will not be arrested for violation and blot his records.

L. [12] Last, he should wisely restrain himself from unruly public outbursts because that is not why he was elected.

M. [13] He should, in fact, conduct himself like a proper gentleman everywhere at least to enhance his own image and promote voters' confidence to him.

N. [14] He will be guaranteed a good political future including the respect from his constituents.
Owing to a recent uncalled for outburst from a well-known Member of Parliament (MP), it will grows enlightening to define for the reader the qualities required in a good representative. The most important are three or four, as follows. First, the representative should have sound understanding of his constituents needs, which can best be derived from common background with those constituents. Never elect a millionaire who is unphilanthropic to represent a poor rural constituency: he will never think about their problems. Really, the best choice is someone within middle class range who has started from poor background and “raised himself up by his own bootstraps.” Second, the representative should be faithful to his constituents 100 per cent and recall the “popular mandate” rather than to seek the post for his own gains. He should remember always that the people elected him for their collective interest and not for his interest alone. Whenever the representative follows the mandate faithfully, his voters remain faithful to him. Third, the representative should be honest and not operate any
illegal businesses to support his campaigns. Although corruption of one level or other may surface anywhere, if a representative does not operate illegal businesses or run businesses dishonorably, he will not be arrested for violation and blot his records. Furthermore, by not violating a law, the representative will be a true setter of examples to his voters. Last, he should wisely restrain himself from unruly public outbursts because that is not why he was elected. He should, in fact, conduct himself like a proper gentleman everywhere at least to enhance his own image and promote voters’ confidence to him. So long as a representative has been qualified, he will be guaranteed a good political future including the respect from his constituents.
**Directions:** From the following given unorganized paragraph, read it carefully then answer the questions and rearrange the sentences in a unified paragraph.

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. Topic Sentence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Major Supporting Sentences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Minor Supporting Sentences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of the first Major Supporting Sentence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. Minor Supporting Sentences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of the second Major Supporting Sentence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. Minor Supporting Sentences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of the third Major Supporting Sentence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f. Closing Sentence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g. Type of the paragraph</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>○ Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>○ Comparison &amp; Contrast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>○ Cause &amp; Effect</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

h. Rearrange the sentences; make it well-organized.
The Ratio of Women to Men in Thailand

A. There are several theories which can explain the imbalance of men and women in Thai society; for example, these three.

B. The most likely in that the number of chromosomes, cells which determine the sex and characteristics of humans, may have been more numerous for female characteristics and resulted in either homosexual men or more women being born in Thai society.

C. There are many interesting reasons, including those above, to explain the ratio of women to men in Thailand.

D. Both of these exist in Thai society today.

E. Second, since fewer women fought in the last wars with Thailand, the number of women who were left after those wars was greater than men.

F. Perhaps were Thai men sinned than women in Ancient Thailand; after all, they are still largely immoral.

G. Last, karma dictates that a man who sins in a past life will return as a woman in the next life.

H. Women usually do not enlist or are required to fight and they stay at home where it is safer.

I. Whenever a particular sexual-determining chromosome, say, female, is more numerous than the other, male, depending upon their activity, the result is usually either a total female or a man with feminine qualities.

J. As a result, they survived while their male companions were wounded or killed.
Sentence Arrangement

The Ratio of Women to Men in Thailand

A. [1]  There are several theories which can explain the imbalance of men and women in Thai society; for example, these three.

B. [2]  The most likely is that the number of chromosomes, cells which determine the sex and characteristics of humans, may have been more numerous for female characteristics and resulted in either homosexual men or more women being born in Thai society.

C. [10]  There are many interesting reasons, including those above, to explain the ratio of women to men in Thailand.

D. [5]  Both of these exist in Thai society today.

E. [9]  Second, since fewer women fought in the last wars with Thailand, the number of women who were left after those wars was greater than men.

F. [8]  Perhaps were Thai men sinned than women in Ancient Thailand; after all, they are still largely immoral.

G. [4]  Last, karma dictates that a man who sins in a past life will return as a woman in the next life.

H. [6]  Women usually do not enlist or are required to fight and they stay at home where it is safer.
I. [3] Whenever a particular sexual-determining chromosome, say, female, is more numerous than the other, male, depending upon their activity, the result is usually either a total female or a man with feminine qualities.

J. [7] As a result, they survived while their male companions were wounded or killed.
Unified Paragraph

The Ratio of Women to Men in Thailand

There are several theories which can explain the imbalance of men and women in Thai society; for example, these three. The most likely in that the number of chromosomes, cells which determine the sex and characteristics of humans, may have been more numerous for female characteristics and resulted in either homosexual men or more women being born in Thai society. Whenever a particular sexual-determining chromosome, say, female, is more numerous than the other, male, depending upon their activity, the result is usually either a total female or a man with feminine qualities. Both of these exist in Thai society today. Second, since fewer women fought in the last wars with Thailand, the number of women who were left after those wars was greater than men. Women usually do not enlist or are required to fight and they stay at home where it is safer. As a result, they survived while their male companions were wounded or killed. Last, karma dictates that a man who sins in a past life will return as a woman in the next life. Perhaps were Thai men sinned than women in Ancient Thailand; after all, they are still largely immoral. There are many interesting reasons, including those above, to explain the ratio of women to men in Thailand.
**Directions:** From the following given unorganized paragraph, read it carefully then answer the questions and rearrange the sentences in a unified paragraph.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Answers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. Topic Sentence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Major Supporting Sentences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Minor Supporting Sentences of the first Major Supporting Sentence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. Minor Supporting Sentences of the second Major Supporting Sentence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. Minor Supporting Sentences of the third Major Supporting Sentence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f. Closing Sentence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g. Type of the paragraph</td>
<td>Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Comparison &amp; Contrast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cause &amp; Effect</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

h. Rearrange the sentences; make it well-organized.
A. — Second, there are people in Thai society who do little for themselves or society and are very listless.

B. — First, the recent automobile accidents en route to the provinces for Songkran festival this year and the injuries from crushed ice and water as well as from menthol in the water itself have shown that the "holiday spirit" has turned malignant and caused accidents needlessly.

C. — Adding holidays would further deplete the budget of those people.

D. — Instead, holidays should be awarded for hardworking persons only.

E. — The following serious consideration should make Thai people and their government reconsider about adding holidays to the calendar.

F. — Adding more holidays could lead to further accidents in the future.

G. — Such serious considerations as these ought to make the Thai people, generally, reconsider adding new days.

H. — Adding holidays would very likely make them even lazier, as they would not work very hard on those days.

I. — Last, people already spend too much money preparing for existing holidays.
Sentence Arrangement

Should Thailand Have More Holidays?

A. [4] Second, there are people in Thai society who do little for themselves or society and are very listless.

B. [2] First, the recent automobile accidents en route to the provinces for Songkhran festival this year and the injuries from crushed ice and water as well as from menthol in the water itself have shown that the "holiday spirit" has turned malignant and caused accidents needlessly.

C. [8] Adding holidays would further deplete the budget of those people.

D. [6] Instead, holidays should be awarded for hardworking persons only.

E. [1] The following serious consideration should make Thai people and their government reconsider about adding holidays to the calendar.

F. [3] Adding more holidays could lead to further accidents in the future.

G. [9] Such serious considerations as these ought to make the Thai people, generally, reconsider adding new days.

H. [5] Adding holidays would very likely make them even lazier, as they would not work very hard on those days.

I. [7] Last, people already spend too much money preparing for existing holidays.
Should Thailand Have More Holidays?

The following serious consideration should make Thai people and their government reconsider about adding holidays to the calendar. First, the recent automobile accidents en route to the provinces for Songkhran festival this year and the injuries from crushed ice and water as well as from menthol in the water itself have shown that the “holiday spirit” has turned malignant and caused accidents needlessly. Adding more holidays could lead to further accidents in the future. Second, there are people in Thai society who do little for themselves or society and are very listless. Adding holidays would very likely make them even lazier, as they would not work very hard on those days. Instead, holidays should be awarded for hardworking persons only. Last, people already spend too much money preparing for existing holidays. (Thailand has three New Year holidays, for example, which require heavy spending.) Adding holidays would further deplete the budget of those people. Such serious considerations as these ought to make the Thai people, generally, reconsider adding new days.
**Directions:** From the following given unorganized paragraph, read it carefully then answer the questions and rearrange the sentences in a unified paragraph.

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. Topic Sentence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Major Supporting Sentences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Minor Supporting Sentences of the first Major Supporting Sentence.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. Minor Supporting Sentences of the second Major Supporting Sentence.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. Minor Supporting Sentences of the third Major Supporting Sentence.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f. Closing Sentence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g. Type of the paragraph.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o. Analysis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o. Comparison &amp; Contrast</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o. Cause &amp; Effect</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

h. Rearrange the sentences; make it well-organized.
Should There Be New Provinces? Why or Why Not?

A. Primarily, a province is the largest territory in a continent or sub-continent.

B. Second, simultaneously, it must have the population proportionate to the land size of a province.

C. Finally, since the federal government still supplies the original 73 provinces with everything, adding three more provinces will increase the federal burden until or unless local government can stand alone.

D. If the largest district in the province has thirty-five thousand inhabitants, the new province, or former district, must have at least that number if not more.

E. Third, those inhabitants should generate enough income to provide basic infrastructure or already possess it.

F. There seems to be abundant facts to consider against declaring a district/subdistrict independent from its original territory: geographical data on three counts and government procedure on the last count.

G. These above-mentioned geographical facts should answer the question adequately.

H. In the rural north and northeast, in which the inhabitants still depend upon the federal government, it would hardly be possible.

I. The consideration of local government in Parliament remains undecided at present; therefore, any consideration to allow new territory to establish should wait.

J. This implies that it cover many thousands or ten-thousand kilometres, or be much larger than the largest district in the old territory.
Sentence Arrangement

Should There Be New Provinces? Why or Why Not?

A. [2] Primarily, a province is the largest territory in a continent or sub-continent.

B. [4] Second, simultaneously, it must have the population proportionate to the land size of a province.

C. [8] Finally, since the federal government still supplies the original 73 provinces with everything, adding three more provinces will increase the federal burden until or unless local government can stand alone.

D. [5] If the largest district in the province has thirty-five thousand inhabitants, the new province, or former district, must have at least that number if not more.

E. [6] Third, those inhabitants should generate enough income to provide basic infrastructure or already possess it.

F. [1] There seems to be abundant facts to consider against declaring a district / subdistrict independent from its original territory: geographical data on three counts and government procedure on the last count.

G. [10] These above-mentioned geographical facts should answer the question adequately.

H. [7] In the rural north and northeast, in which the inhabitants still depend upon the federal government, it would hardly be possible.
I. [9] The consideration of local government in Parliament remains undecided at present; therefore, any consideration to allow new territory to establish should wait.

J. [3] This implies that it cover many thousands or ten-thousand kilometres, or be much larger than the largest district in the old territory.
United Arrangement

**Should There Be New Provinces? Why or Why Not?**

There seems to be abundant facts to consider against declaring a district/subdistrict independent from its original territory: geographical data on three counts and government procedure on the last count. Primarily, a province is the largest territory in a continent or subcontinent. This implies that it cover many thousands or ten-thousand kilometres, or be much larger than the largest district in the old territory. Second, simultaneously, it must have the population proportionate to the land size of a province. If the largest district in the province has thirty-five thousand inhabitants, the new province, or former district, must have at least that number if not more. Third, those inhabitants should generate enough income to provide basic infrastructure or already possess it. In the rural north and northeast, in which the inhabitants still depend upon the federal government, it would hardly be possible. Finally, since the federal government still supplies the original 73 provinces with everything, adding three more provinces will increase the federal burden.
until or unless local government can stand alone. The consideration of local government in Parliament remains undecided at present; therefore, any consideration to allow new territory to establish should wait. These above-mentioned geographical facts should answer the question adequately.
**Assignment 16**

*Directions:* From the following given unorganized paragraph, read it carefully then answer the questions and rearrange the sentences in a unified paragraph.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Answers</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. Topic Sentence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Major Supporting Sentences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Minor Supporting Sentences of the first Major Supporting Sentence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. Minor Supporting Sentences of the second Major Supporting Sentence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. Minor Supporting Sentences of the third Major Supporting Sentence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f. Closing Sentence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g. Type of the paragraph.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
  - [ ] Analysis  
  - [ ] Comparison & Contrast  
  - [ ] Cause & Effect |
| h. Rearrange the sentences; make it well-organized. |
Ways to Self-Development

A. To be practiced, the following methods will lead to proper self-development.

B. These methods are vital for human self-development and have only good effect if we practice them strictly.

C. First, the human being should talk less, think, see and hear more.

D. Good food helps us develop our brain whereas fatty or oily food leads to health problems which often increase the burden for other people.

E. We should read and watch our environment more often, by keeping silent unless we have a valuable idea to share with others.

F. Second, we should read more books and magazines which impart valuable information.

G. Third, human beings should meditate to understand themselves better.

H. People today often do things without a conscious or sub-conscious consideration and meditation will help us to be more introspective.

I. We gather information by our ears and eyes and not by mouth.

J. Last, the human being should consider his diet very carefully.

K. Talkative novels on more popular topics are good entertainment but teach us little about our world.
A. [1] To be practiced, the following methods will lead to proper self-development.

B. [11] These methods are vital for human self-development and have only good effect if we practice them strictly.

C. [2] First, the human being should talk less, think, see and hear more.

D. [10] Good food helps us develop our brain whereas fatty or oily food leads to health problems which often increase the burden for other people.

E. [4] We should read and watch our environment more often, by keeping silent unless we have a valuable idea to share with others.

F. [5] Second, we should read more books and magazines which impart valuable information.

G. [7] Third, human beings should meditate to understand themselves better.

H. [8] People today often do things without a conscious or sub-conscious consideration and meditation will help us to be more introspective.

I. [3] We gather information by our ears and eyes and not by mouth.

J. [9] Last, the human being should consider his diet very carefully.

K. [6] Talkative novels on more popular topics are good entertainment but teach us little about our world.
Unified Paragraph

Ways to Self-Development

To be practiced, the following methods will lead to proper self-development. First, the human being should talk less, think, see and hear more. We gather information by our ears and eyes and not by mouth. We should read and watch our environment more often, by keeping silent unless we have a valuable idea to share with others. Second, we should read more books and magazines which impart valuable information. Talkative novels on more popular topics are good entertainment but teach us little about our world. Third, human beings should meditate to understand themselves better. People today often do things without a conscious or sub-conscious consideration and meditation will help us to be more introspective. Last, the human being should consider his diet very carefully. Good food helps us develop our brain whereas fatty or oily food leads to health problems which often increase the burden for other people. These methods are vital for human self-development and have only good effect if we practice them strictly.
### ASSIGNMENT 17

**Directions:** From the following given unorganized paragraph, read it carefully then answer the questions and rearrange the sentences in a unified paragraph.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a. Topic Sentence</th>
<th>Answers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>b. Major Supporting Sentences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Minor Supporting Sentences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of the first Major Supporting Sentence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. Minor Supporting Sentences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of the second Major Supporting Sentence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. Minor Supporting Sentences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of the third Major Supporting Sentence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f. Closing Sentence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g. Type of the paragraph.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Comparison &amp; Contrast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cause &amp; Effect</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

h. Rearrange the sentences; make it well-organized.
When Should a Death Penalty Be Imposed?

A. To begin, the dimensions of the crime must be heinous enough to merit punishment.

B. Last, a convicted murderer may be penalized when he reverts to old behavior after treatment.

C. Mass homicide, genocide and serial killing are accepted as terrible and unjustified; therefore, the court judging the perpetrator should not consider too long about the penalty.

D. Insane killers are not responsible because they cannot consider the consequences of their actions properly; therefore, the convicted killer must be out of his mind when killing so many or even one person.

E. The death penalty may be imposed under the following serious considerations.

F. So long as a medical examination has determined that he was sane according to legal and medical definitions, his plea of insanity in groundless.

G. Furthermore, the penalty is acceptable after the court medical examiner has determined that the murderer was “in his right mind” -fully conscious of the act at the moment of perpetration.

H. Generally, the death penalty may not adequately resolve or satisfy the relatives of a murder victim; however, the death penalty has its reason, so long as the dimensions of the murder are sufficient.

I. Relapse into bad or criminal conduct can prove that rehabilitation has not taken its effect.
Sentence Arrangement

When Should a Death Penalty Be Imposed?

A. [2] To begin, the dimensions of the crime must be heinous enough to merit punishment.

B. [7] Last, a convicted murderer may be penalized when he reverts to old behavior after treatment.

C. [3] Mass homicide, genocide and serial killing are accepted as terrible and unjustified; therefore, the court judging the perpetrator should not consider too long about the penalty.

D. [5] Insane killers are not responsible because they cannot consider the consequences of their actions properly; therefore, the convicted killer must be out of his mind when killing so many or even one person.

E. [1] The death penalty may be imposed under the following serious considerations.

F. [6] So long as a medical examination has determined that he was sane according to legal and medical definitions, his plea of insanity in groundless.

G. [4] Furthermore, the penalty is acceptable after the court medical examiner has determined that the murderer was “in his right mind” -fully conscious of the act at the moment of perpetration.
H. [9] Generally, the death penalty may not adequately resolve or satisfy the relatives of a murder victim; however, the death penalty has its reason, so long as the dimensions of the murder are sufficient.

I. [8] Relapse into bad or criminal conduct can prove that rehabilitation has not taken its effect.
**Unified Paragraph**

**When Should a Death Penalty Be Imposed?**

The death penalty may be imposed under the following serious considerations. To begin, the dimensions of the crime must be heinous enough to merit punishment. Mass homicide, genocide and serial killing are accepted as terrible and unjustified; therefore, the court judging the perpetrator should not consider too long about the penalty. Furthermore, the penalty is acceptable after the court medical examiner has determined that the murderer was “in his right mind” - fully conscious of the act at the moment of perpetration. Insane killers are not responsible because they cannot consider the consequences of their actions properly; therefore, the convicted killer must be out of his mind when killing so many or even one person. So long as a medical examination has determined that he was sane according to legal and medical definitions, his plea of insanity in groundless. Last, a convicted murderer may be penalized when he reverts to old behavior after treatment. Relapse into bad or criminal conduct can prove that rehabilitation has not taken its effect. Generally, the death penalty may not adequately resolve or satisfy the relatives of a murder victim; however, the death penalty has its reason, so long as the dimensions of the murder are sufficient.
Directions: From the following given unorganized paragraph, read it carefully then answer the questions and rearrange the sentences in a unified paragraph.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a. Topic Sentence</th>
<th>Answers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>b. Major Supporting Sentences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Minor Supporting Sentences of the first Major Supporting Sentence.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. Minor Supporting Sentences of the second Major Supporting Sentence.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. Minor Supporting Sentences of the third Major Supporting Sentence.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f. Closing Sentence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g. Type of the paragraph.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Analysis
- Comparison & Contrast
- Cause & Effect

h. Rearrange the sentences; make it well-organized.
Why American Youths Want to Have Cars?

A. ___ Instead of listening to his "old man" squawking at him, a boy can simply drive away and relax.

B. ___ Since the car has such importance in American life, it is desired by American youths for such reasons as the above.

C. ___ He can go anywhere he wants to be alone.

D. ___ Second, the car can be equated with wealth and social position.

E. ___ Most significantly, the car is freedom.

F. ___ One car means sufficient wealth for the bourgeoisie while two cars mean that the owner is "nouveau riche".

G. ___ Women, oddly, equate social position with the car more than men do and the male autoist is acutely aware of this.

H. ___ American youths have wanted their own cars since the 1950s for these reasons among others.

I. ___ Finally, the car is irresistible for women.

J. ___ Therefore, he tries hard to borrow his father's car or to buy his own.
Sentence Arrangement

Why American Youths Want to Have Cars?

A. [3] Instead of listening to his "old man" squawking at him, a boy can simply drive away and relax.

B. [10] Since the car has such importance in American life, it is desired by American youths for such reasons as the above.

C. [4] He can go anywhere he wants to be alone.

D. [5] Second, the car can equated with wealth and social position.

E. [2] Most significantly, the car is freedom.

F. [6] One car means sufficient wealth for the bourgeoisie while two cars means that the owner is "nouveau riche".

G. [8] Women, oddly, equate social position with the car more than men do and the male autoist is acutely aware of this.

H. [1] American youths have wanted their own cars since the 1950s for these reasons among others.

I. [7] Finally, the car is irresistible for women.

J. [9] Therefore, he tries hard to borrow his father's car or to buy his own.
American youths have wanted their own cars since the 1950s for these reasons among others. Most significantly, the car is freedom. Instead of listening to his "old man" squawking at him, a boy can simply drive away and relax. He can go anywhere he wants to be alone. Second, the car can equated with wealth and social position. One car means sufficient wealth for the bourgeoisie while two cars means that the owner is "nouveau riche". Finally, the car is irresistible for women. Women, oddly, equate social position with the car more than men do and the male autoist is acutely aware of this. Therefore, he tries hard to borrow his father's car or to buy his own. Since the car has such importance in American life, it is desired by American youths for such reasons as the above.
**ASSIGNMENT 19**

**Directions:** From the following given unorganized paragraph, read it carefully then answer the questions and rearrange the sentences in a unified paragraph.

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. Topic Sentence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Major Supporting Sentences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Minor Supporting Sentences of the first Major Supporting Sentence.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. Minor Supporting Sentences of the second Major Supporting Sentence.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. Minor Supporting Sentences of the third Major Supporting Sentence.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f. Closing Sentence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g. Type of the paragraph.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>○ Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>○ Comparison &amp; Contrast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>○ Cause &amp; Effect</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

h. Rearrange the sentences; make it well-organized.
A. __ Usually strong men weaken or appear more gentle before a lady, for these possible reasons.
B. __ Women may be impressed by a man's physical power but he may not require it with her later.
C. __ He may feel that he may overpower in frighten, or abuse her with his physical strength.
D. __ Furthermore, what a man does with a lady does not need great physical strength because women are smaller and weaker than men and do not require a man to use too much power in their relationship.
E. __ In Oriental superstition, a spirit will assume a woman's body in order to tempt and deceive the man.
F. __ To begin, a man uses his strength only in hard labour and may feel that a lady does not require him to use it too much.
G. __ Next, a man may surrender to the charm of a beautiful girl because she knows that he cannot resist her.
H. __ The reasons for a man to use less power with a lady are many and varied, such as those above.
I. __ Even in love-making, a man should avoid using too much power because he may hurt her more than excite her.
Sentence Arrangement

Why Are Men Weak with a Lady?

A. [1] Usually strong men weaken or appear more gentle before a lady, for these possible reasons.

B. [4] Women may be impressed by a man’s physical power but he may not require it with her later.

C. [3] He may feel that he may overpower in frighten, or abuse her with his physical strength.

D. [5] Furthermore, what a man does with a lady does not need great physical strength because women are smaller and weaker than men and do not require a man to use too much power in their relationship.

E. [8] In Oriental superstition, a spirit will assume a woman’s body in order to tempt and deceive the man.

F. [2] To begin, a man uses his strength only in hard labour and may feel that a lady does not require him to use it too much.

G. [7] Next, a man may surrender to the charm of a beautiful girl because she knows that he cannot resist her.

H. [9] The reasons for a man to use less power with a lady are many and varied, such as those above.

I. [6] Even in love-making, a man should avoid using too much power because he may hurt her more than excite her.
Why Are Men Weak with a Lady?

Usually strong men weaken or appear more gentle before a lady, for these possible reasons. To begin, a man uses his strength only in hard labour and may feel that a lady does not require him to use it too much. He may feel that he may overpower in frighten, or abuse her with his physical strength. Women may be impressed by a man’s physical power but he may not require it with her later. Furthermore, what a man does with a lady does not need great physical strength because women are smaller and weaker than men and do not require a man to use too much power in their relationship. Even in love-making, a man should avoid using too much power because he may hurt her more than excite her. Next, a man may surrender to the charm of a beautiful girl because she knows that he cannot resist her. In Oriental superstition, a spirit will assume a woman’s body in order to tempt and deceive the man. The reasons for a man to use less power with a lady are many and varied, such as those above.
**Assignment 20**

**Directions:** From the following given unorganized paragraph, read it carefully then answer the questions and rearrange the sentences in a unified paragraph.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Answers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. Topic Sentence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Major Supporting Sentences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Minor Supporting Sentences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. Minor Supporting Sentences of the first Major Supporting Sentence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. Minor Supporting Sentences of the second Major Supporting Sentence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. Minor Supporting Sentences of the third Major Supporting Sentence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f. Closing Sentence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g. Type of the paragraph</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h. Rearrange the sentences; make it well-organized.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Analysis
- Comparison & Contrast
- Cause & Effect
Why Do American Students Want to Study in Schools Far from Home?

A. Perhaps the simplest and most significant reason is that the student is away from home.

B. A student feels less at home in his own home than when he is away from it.

C. Next, being away from home gives the student a chance to experiment with his life.

D. At home, there are fewer opportunities for the student to prove himself because mom and dad are still supervising.

E. He can experience many things about campus life and his own living including free dating which is not the same as free sex, drugs if available and many others.

F. He also feels mature enough to look after himself.

G. The American student most often will quote the above reasons for wanting to study away from home.

H. At home, there are more restrictions and requirements than at school: Do THIS, Don’t do THAT, etc.

I. Third, simply but, being away from home makes a student depend upon himself.

J. Most American students prefer to study at a college or a university away from home for any or all of these reasons.

K. When he leaves home, the student must supervise himself so he more careful.
Sentence Arrangement

Why Do American Students Want to Study in Schools Far From Home?

A. [2] Perhaps the simples and most significant reason is that the student is away from home.

B. [4] A student feels less at home in his own home than when he is away from it.

C. [5] Next, being away from home gives the student a chance to experiment with his life.

D. [9] At home, there are fewer opportunities for the student to prove himself because mom and dad are still supervising.

E. [6] He can experience many things about campus life and his own living including free dating which is not the same as free sex, drugs if available and many others.

F. [7] He also feels mature enough to look after himself.

G. [11] The American student most often will quote the above reasons for wanting to study away from home.

H. [3] At home, there are more restrictions and requirements than at school: Do THIS, Don't do THAT, etc.

I. [8] Third, simply but, being away from home makes a student depend upon himself.
J. [1] Most American students prefer to study at a college or a university away from home for any or all of these reasons.

K. [10] When he leaves home, the student must supervise himself so he more careful.
Unified Paragraph

Why Do American Students Want to Study in Schools Far From Home?

What American students prefer to study at a college or a university away from home for any or all of these reasons. Perhaps the simplest and most significant reason is that the student is away from home. At home, there are more restrictions and requirements than at school: Do THIS, Don’t do THAT, etc. A student feels less at home in his own home than when he is away from it. Next, being away from home gives the student a chance to experiment with his life. He can experience many things about campus life and his own living including free dating which is not the same as free sex, drugs if available and many others. He also feels mature enough to look after himself. Third, simply but, being away from home makes a student depend upon himself. At home, there are fewer opportunities for the student to prove himself because mom and dad are still supervising. When he leaves home, the student must supervise himself so he more careful. The American student most often will quote the above reasons for wanting to study away from home.
Assignment 21

Directions: From the following given unorganized paragraph, read it carefully then answer the questions and rearrange the sentences in a unified paragraph.

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. Topic Sentence</td>
<td>Answers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Major Supporting Sentences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Minor Supporting Sentences of the first Major Supporting Sentence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. Minor Supporting Sentences of the second Major Supporting Sentence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. Minor Supporting Sentences of the third Major Supporting Sentence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f. Closing Sentence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g. Type of the paragraph.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Comparison &amp; Contrast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cause &amp; Effect</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

h. Rearrange the sentences; make it well-organized.
A. — What does romance lead to? Ask yourselves.

B. — First, Western women have become more independent while the Asian women remains attached to her husband and is taught to respect and obey him.

C. — There are three to four main causes to compel a foreigner to marry and live with an Asian woman, including these.

D. — This actually was a vow made at most marriages throughout the world; however, while a western women may and often must work, she is expected to listen to her husband.

E. — Whatever the reasons, including those above, Asian women fascinate foreign men.

F. — Independence has taught her how to depend on and listen to herself, and how to assert herself.

G. — Second, Asian women retain their traditional virtue and flexibility.

H. — Western women work harder now and have no time, so they claim; they cannot be very attentive parents or thoughtful wives.

I. — Henceforth, the traditional western man looks, elsewhere—very often, in Japan, China and Southeast Asia.

J. — Last, Asian woman may be more exciting than the familiar “black or brunette”.

K. — What is a woman’s traditional virtue, anyway? To support and aid her mate, to be gentle and tender and to look after his children until they grow to adults, so far as most men are concerned.
L. Since Asian women very seldom go abroad and a westerner meets them only on tour or business, the man feels curious about them and fascination can lead to romance.
Sentence Arrangement

**Why Do Foreign Men Like Asian Women?**


B. [2] First, Western women have become more independent while the Asian women remains attached to her husband and is taught to respect and obey him.

C. [1] There are three to four main causes to compel a foreigner to marry and live with an Asian woman, including these.

D. [3] This actually was a vow made at most marriages throughout the world; however, while a western women may and often must work, she is expected to listen to her husband.

E. [12] Whatever the reasons, including those above, Asian women fascinate foreign men

F. [4] Independence has taught her how to depend on and listen to herself, and how to assert herself.


H. [7] Western women work harder now and have no time, so they claim; they cannot be very attentive parents or thoughtful wives.

I. [8] Henceforth, the traditional western man looks, elsewhere—very often, in Japan, China and Southeast Asia.

J. [9] Last, Asian woman may be more exciting than the familiar "black or brunette".
K. [6] What is a woman’s traditional virtue, anyway? To support and aid her mate, to be gentle and tender and to look after his children until they grow to adults, so far as most men are concerned.

L. [10] Since Asian women very seldom go abroad and a westerner meets them only on tour or business, the man feels curious about them and fascination can lead to romance.
**Unified Paragraph**

**Why Do Foreign Men Like Asian Women?**

There are three to four main causes to compel a foreigner to marry and live with an Asian woman, including these. First, Western women have become more independent while the Asian women remains attached to her husband and is taught to respect and obey him. This actually was a vow made at most marriages throughout the world; however, while a western women may and often must work, she is expected to listen to her husband. Independence has taught her how to depend on and listen to herself, and how to assert herself. Second, Asian women retain their traditional virtue and flexibility. What is a woman's traditional virtue, anyway? To support and aid her mate, to be gentle and tender and to look after his children until they grow to adults, so far as most men are concerned. Western women work harder now and have no time, so they claim; they cannot be very attentive parents or thoughtful wives. Henceforth, the traditional western man looks, elsewhere--very often, in Japan, China and Southeast Asia. Last, Asian woman may be more exciting than the familiar "black or brunette". Since Asian women very seldom go abroad and a westerner meets them only on tour or business, the man feels curious about them and fascination can lead to romance. What does romance lead to? Ask yourselves. Whatever the reasons, including those above, Asian women fascinate foreign men.


**Directions:** From the following given unorganized paragraph, read it carefully then answer the questions and rearrange the sentences in a unified paragraph.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a. Topic Sentence</th>
<th>Answers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>b. Major Supporting Sentences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| c. Minor Supporting Sentences  
of the first Major Supporting Sentence |         |
| d. Minor Supporting Sentences  
of the second Major Supporting Sentence |         |
| e. Minor Supporting Sentences  
of the third Major Supporting Sentence |         |
| f. Closing Sentence |         |
| g. Type of the paragraph. |         |

- Analysis
- Comparison & Contrast
- Cause & Effect

h. Rearrange the sentences: make it well-organized.
Why Do Thai Students Prefer to Study Abroad (in America)?

A. __ He or she will meet students of many nationalities and can easily exchange culture and acquire more information.

B. __ English is still an international language with relevant information on many important subjects.

C. __ This enriches and broadens the student's perspective of his world.

D. __ Thai students need to study in the United States for many reasons, not excluding these.

E. __ Next, the student naturally must speak and read English fluently.

F. __ Reading comprehension is a must for both speaking and reading ability which are very important for the progressive Thai citizen.

G. __ For such reasons as the above, Thai students prefer to study in American universities.

H. __ Last, the result of this advanced learning and good ability to speak and read English is a guaranteed, respectable occupation either at home or abroad.

I. __ To begin, being away from home allows the student to experience new culture and make new friends.

J. __ Most government officers, ministers and high level business executives both speak and read English well.
Why Do Thai Students Prefer to Study Abroad (in America)?

A. [3] He or she will meet students of many nationalities and can easily exchange culture and acquire more information.

B. [6] English is still an international language with relevant information on many important subjects.

C. [4] This enriches and broadens the student's perspective of his world.

D. [1] Thai students need to study in the United States for many reasons, not excluding these.

E. [5] Next, the student naturally must speak and read English fluently.

F. [7] Reading comprehension is a must for both speaking and reading ability which are very important for the progressive Thai citizen.

G. [10] For such reasons as the above, Thai students prefer to study in American universities.

H. [8] Last, the result of this advanced learning and good ability to speak and read English is a guaranteed, respectable occupation either at home or abroad.

I. [2] To begin, being away from home allows the student to experience new culture and make new friends.

J. [9] Most government officers, ministers and high level business executives both speak and read English well.
Thai students need to study in the United States for many reasons, not excluding these. To begin, being away from home allows the student to experience new culture and make new friends. He or she will meet students of many nationalities and can easily exchange culture and acquire more information. This enriches and broadens the student's perspective of his world. Next, the student naturally must speak and read English fluently. English is still an international language with relevant information on many important subjects. Reading comprehension is a must for both speaking and reading ability which are very important for the progressive Thai citizen. Last, the result of this advanced learning and good ability to speak and read English is a guaranteed, respectable occupation either at home or abroad. Most government officers, ministers and high level business executives both speak and read English well. For such reasons as the above, Thai students prefer to study in American universities.